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A leading hotel brand reached a 50% lift in ROAS from their 
paid search campaigns with Marchex Search Analytics

Case Study

Travel Vertical  |  Marchex Search Analytics

Top Benefits

With Marchex data the customer was able to 

achieve these top benefits:

Smarter bidding decisions which led to 

a 50% increase in ROASThe Challenge
With their growing digital marketing budgets, our customer 

was looking for a way to measure their true ROI from all 

their digital marketing programs. Paid search was about 30% 

of their digital marketing budget, so this became a crucial 

measurement channel which required full visibility. Without 

understanding which keywords were driving phone sales, 

the customer was missing a way to properly optimize their 

bidding strategy and budget around the customer journey 

for online to o�  line outcomes.

The Resolution

Marchex Search Analytics was able to deliver keyword level 

attribution for calls and automatically pushed this data 

into the customer’s bid-management platform. By having 

all of their data in one place, and being able to understand 

how what was happening online shaped what a prospect 

did o� line. Our customer was able to manage their bidding 

strategies for clicks and calls. In addition to bridging the 

online and o�  line gap, Marchex helped improve work 

productivity with automated reporting, ultimately saving the 

customer time and money.

Customer’s Top Objectives

Managing budget between multiple digital marketing 

programs for a large hotel brand with over 1,000 locations 

can be di� icult, especially if you lack visibility into your 

return on ad spend. By measuring telesales coming from 

their paid search program, our customer bridged the gap 

between their online and o� line data with Marchex Search 

Analytics. And they reached over a 50% increase in their 

return on investment. 

About Marchex

Marchex is a mobile advertising analytics company that 

connects online behavior to real-world, o� line actions. 

By linking critical touchpoints in the customer journey, 

Marchex’s products enable a 360-degree view of marketing 

e� ectiveness. Brands and agencies utilize Marchex’s 

products to transform business performance.

Increase in work productivity due to a 

less manual reporting process  

Full data transparency into their search 

and call data enabling a full view of 

their marketing ad spend


